Sensitivity and Specificity of Subacute Computerized Neurocognitive Testing and Symptom Evaluation in Predicting Outcomes After Sports-Related Concussion
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Background: Concussions affect an estimated 136,000 high school athletes yearly. Computerized neurocognitive testing has been shown to be appropriately sensitive and specific in diagnosing concussions, but no studies have assessed its utility to predict length of recovery. Determining prognosis during subacute recovery after sports concussion will help clinicians more confidently address return-to-play and academic decisions.

Purpose: To quantify the prognostic ability of computerized neurocognitive testing in combination with symptoms during the subacute recovery phase from sports-related concussion.

Study Design: Cohort study (prognosis); Level of evidence, 2.

Methods: In sum, 108 male high school football athletes completed a computer-based neurocognitive test battery within 2.23 days of injury and were followed until returned to play as set by international guidelines. Athletes were grouped into protracted recovery (>14 days; n, 50) or short-recovery (<14 days; n, 58). Separate discriminant function analyses were performed using total symptom score on Post-Concussion Symptom Scale, symptom clusters (migraine, cognitive, sleep, neuropsychiatric), and Immediate Postconcussion Assessment and Cognitive Testing neurocognitive scores (verbal memory, visual memory, reaction time, processing speed).

Results: Multiple discriminant function analyses revealed that the combination of 4 symptom clusters and 4 neurocognitive composite scores had the highest sensitivity (65.22%), specificity (80.36%), positive predictive value (73.17%), and negative predictive value (73.80%) in predicting protracted recovery. Discriminant function analyses of total symptoms on the Post-Concussion Symptom Scale alone had a sensitivity of 40.81%; specificity, 79.31%; positive predictive value, 62.50%; and negative predictive value, 61.33%. The 4 symptom clusters alone discriminant function analyses had a sensitivity of 46.94%; specificity, 77.20%; positive predictive value, 63.90%; and negative predictive value, 62.86%. Discriminant function analyses of the 4 computerized neurocognitive scores alone had a sensitivity of 53.20%; specificity, 75.44%; positive predictive value, 64.10%; and negative predictive value, 66.15%.

Conclusion: The use of computerized neurocognitive testing in conjunction with symptom clusters results improves sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value of predicting protracted recovery compared with each used alone. There is also a net increase in sensitivity of 24.41% when using neurocognitive testing and symptom clusters together compared with using total symptoms on Post-Concussion Symptom Scale alone.
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In the United States, an estimated 1.6 to 3.8 million concussions18 occur each year, and as we continue to understand more about the long-term effects of concussions, team physicians and athletic trainers at all levels of play are under increasing scrutiny to accurately diagnose and predict length of recovery to effectively manage sports concussions. On this front, computerized neurocognitive testing has been established to have 81.9% sensitivity and 89.4% specificity2,3,9,10,15,27 in diagnoses of concussions, but little work has been done to determine the ability of neurocognitive testing to predict prognosis.

Such information would prove valuable, permitting important decisions to occur immediately after concussion regarding when the athlete may be able to return to physical exertion and the playing field. Perhaps most important to the student athlete, for whom longer recovery from concussions has been observed5,12,25 are decisions regarding return to the classroom and potential implications on
academic function. Recent research has highlighted that recovery from concussion is a highly variable process, and more complicated recoveries have been shown to be related to the younger athlete,10,11 those with a history of learning disability,6 athletes exhibiting posttraumatic migraine symptoms,23 female sex,5,7 and those with a pre-existing history of concussion.4

Although data are accumulating to show which constitutional factors may indicate those at risk for more protracted recovery after sports concussion, a paucity of data exist examining which subacute symptom and neurocognitive profiles may predict a more protracted recovery. Only 2 such studies exist. In one study, Iverson14 used the Immediate Postconcussion Assessment and Cognitive Testing (ImPACT) test battery to evaluate recovery. Findings revealed that athletes who exhibited 3 of 4 reliable change deficits, relative to baseline levels of functioning, were 94.6% likely to require at least 10 days until recovery occurred, as defined by being asymptomatic at rest and with exertion and demonstrating intact neurocognitive functioning. Moreover, the study noted that the summed score on the Post-Concussion Symptom Scale (PCSS) was greater in the protracted recovery group, showing that athletes who have more symptoms take longer to recover.

A second study expanded Iverson’s observations and sought to identify which types of symptoms were linked to recovery.24 The study compared the change in the summative scores of the 4 symptom clusters (migraine, cognitive, sleep, neuropsychiatric; see Figure 1), as determined by a prior factor analysis, from each athlete’s baseline testing with the first postinjury evaluation. It found that athletes who took longer to recover showed significantly greater changes in migraine and cognitive symptom clusters. Put another way, patients who had more symptoms within the migraine and cognitive symptom clusters required more recovery time.19

In the literature, there is still debate whether the use of neurocognitive testing while a patient is symptomatic has clinical utility.26 The argument posed is that if a patient has symptoms of concussive injury, limited clinical value exists in performing neurocognitive testing, given that a symptomatic patient should not return to play according to international consensus.1,22 Within this context, many important clinical decisions need to occur during the subacute phase of recovery, including return to physical exertion, academic considerations, and informing clinicians, parents, coaches, and academic personnel about the effects of injury. Moreover, if neurocognitive testing could provide additional prognostic information in concert with symptoms in terms of length of recovery, the added value of neurocognitive testing while an athlete is symptomatic may prove beneficial.

Studies have been conducted revealing the added value of computerized neurocognitive testing in the diagnosis of sports-related concussion.21,27,28 Van Kampen et al28 compared neurocognitive and postconcussion symptom scores of concussed athletes with age- and education-matched nonconcussed high school and college athletes. Their study showed a net increase of 19% in the sensitivity of diagnosing concussions when computerized neurocognitive testing (ImPACT) was used with symptoms versus symptoms alone. A study by Fazio et al11 demonstrated the ability of computerized neurocognitive testing as measured by ImPACT to diagnose subacute concussion when symptoms were not reported by athletes. The study revealed that concussed athletes who denied any symptoms within 4 days of concussion performed significantly worse across all 4 neurocognitive symptom scores when compared with a matched control group. Such findings highlight that asymptomatic athletes may continue to exhibit neurocognitive impairment, thereby indicating that neurocognitive assessment before return to play may be helpful.

Current large-population outcome studies using symptom- and neurocognitive-dependent measures after sports concussion highlight that typical recovery from sports concussion occurs within 10 to 14 days of injury.5,10,12,15,21,25 However, these group studies fail to account for individual outliers and those who may exhibit more protracted recoveries. Thus, for our current study, we wanted to use a 14-day cutoff period as traditionally defining athletes who exhibit a “quick” recovery from sports concussion. The aim of this study was to quantify how well symptom and computerized neurocognitive profiles may predict more protracted recoveries—as defined by athletes exhibiting recoveries lasting longer than 14 days.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The university’s Institutional Research Board conducted appropriate reviews of our research with human participants and approved this study.

Participants

The sample for this 5-year study (2002-2006 seasons) consisted entirely of male participants of Pennsylvania high school football programs governed by Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic Association, which strictly enforces all their rules regarding the number of preseason practices, scrimmages, and games each team may undertake every season. By rule, summer camp practices begin 2 weeks before regular season play, and each team is permitted 1 scrimmage at the end of both preseason weeks. Each team typically has 3 practices per day during the preseason and 3 contact practices per week throughout the regular season. All teams play a total of 9 regular season games during a season. This study included only athletes who had suffered concussions during preseason and regular season football activity; it did not include athletes who were injured in postseason playoffs. All athletes in participating schools who sustained a concussion were referred to the sports concussion clinic regardless of perceived severity. Under agreement with each school’s athletic trainers, student athletes were not permitted to return to play unless cleared by the sports concussion program. Thus, student athletes injured in season when games were left to be played were highly motivated to return for follow-up. Data collection ended at the conclusion of the 2006 season. Over the course of the
study, 177 athletes were evaluated for concussions, with 108 eventually being cleared to play: 58 as short recovery (<14 days; mean, 6.90 days to recover) and 50 as protracted recovery (>14 days; mean, 33.04 days to recover). Regardless of group membership, the median time to first evaluation was 2 days. The remaining 69 athletes not cleared were either lost to follow-up or did not return to football by the end of the 2006 season. Of the 177 athletes evaluated, 137 had neurocognitive baseline testing—48 of 58 (82.75%) short-recovery athletes and 36 of 50 (72.00%) protracted-recovery athletes had baseline scores. Patient characteristics are listed in Table 1.

Identification of Concussion on the Field

Athletes must have been diagnosed with a concussion by athletic trainers and/or physicians present on the sidelines after on-field events. The basis for diagnosis was on-field presentation of 1 or more of the following signs or symptoms after impact to the head: (1) any noticeable change in mental status or consciousness; (2) loss of consciousness, disorientation, posttraumatic amnesia, or retrograde amnesia; or (3) any self-reported symptoms that appeared after a collision on the field. Typically, these symptoms were headache, dizziness, balance dysfunction, or visual changes (eg, visual blurring, diplopia, “seeing stars”). Next, all athletes must have completed both ImPACT neurocognitive testing and PCSS assessment during follow-up until full recovery.

Clinical Management

Clinical management and care of participants followed international return-to-play standards.1,22 Athletes were followed clinically, not according to a controlled research protocol, and no athlete was returned to play until he met standardized clinical criteria. The general course was to conduct the first evaluation with 72 hours, then approximately 1, 2, and 3 weeks after injury, if necessary. Athletes were evaluated by their schools' athletic trainers, and a single concussion specialist was consulted for each case throughout their recovery. International protocols require that an athlete must first report being completely symptom-free at rest before progression through a stepwise exertional program. The sequence involved guided activity with a trained athletic trainer, from light activity (eg, walking) to heavier exertion (eg, running wind sprints) without return of concussive symptoms. If any concussion-type symptoms returned during exercise, the athlete was instructed to go back to the prior level of exertion.

After satisfactory completion of the stepwise exertional program, 3 criteria had to be met by athletes before being cleared to return to play.

First, the athlete’s total score on the PCSS must have been less than 7. This was adopted as a cutoff based on prior studies.16 The PCSS contains 22 symptoms that are not specific to concussion; even noninjured athletes may report symptoms at the time of baseline. A prior study noted that the mean symptom score for noninjured high school males was 5.8 despite never having suffered a concussion.16 The same study found that 76% scored 6 or less, with a large portion scoring 0 (40.5%)—thus, the threshold of 7.

Regardless of his PCSS score, no athlete was returned to play if he were experiencing headache pain or other symptoms that were clearly linked to his diagnosed concussion, such as dizziness or balance dysfunction.

Second, in addition to the above criteria, the athlete must not have had more than 1 ImPACT neurocognitive
Patient Characteristics: Pennsylvania High School Football Players

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Short Recovery&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Long Recovery&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Days to recover, mean</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>33.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days to first evaluation</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline testing, % (n)</td>
<td>82.75 (48 of 58)</td>
<td>72.00 (36 of 50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, y (mean)</td>
<td>16.12</td>
<td>15.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>History</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Previous concussion</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migraines</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning disability</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients, n</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concussed</td>
<td>177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not fully recovered or lost to follow-up</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully recovered</td>
<td>108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> ≤14 days to recover; n, 58.<br> <sup>b</sup> >14 days to recover; n, 50.

A composite score that was statistically worse than his baseline performance. Overall, 77% of the total sample, 82.75% of short recovery, and 72% of protracted recovery athletes had baseline scores. When baseline performance was not available, the athlete’s composite scores were compared with age-specific normative data. A prior study comparing concussed athletes with a noninjured sample of athletes showed that having 1 composite score below baseline was not uncommon but that only 3.6% of noninjured athletes had 2 scores below baseline. Reliable change was determined on the basis of results of a previous study of high school and collegiate athletes. The values needed for a score to be significant at 80% confidence interval were as follows: 9 points for verbal memory composite, 14 points for visual memory composite, 0.06 seconds for the reaction time composite, and 3 points for the processing speed composite.

Finally, the athlete must have had all his neurocognitive composite scores above the 10th percentile for his age, which broadly represents the normal range. The only exception was if a patient’s baseline before injury was below the 10th percentile.

All physical activities were monitored by their athletic trainers or team physicians, and athletes were not returned to practice or game situations until they were evaluated by clinical staff and met specific return to play criteria.

**Discriminative Measures**

The current study used ImPACT software. ImPACT has been shown to have a high degree of sensitivity and specificity in diagnosing sports concussion, and it has been shown to be reliable and valid in the measurement of sports concussion. The entire test requires approximately 20 minutes with a computer screen and mouse.

First, the patient is asked demographic data, such as age, sex, relevant medical history, and concussion history. Next, the PCSS is administered, based on a 7-point Likert-type scale with 22 concussion-related symptoms. Athletes are asked to rank each symptom from 0 (complete absence) to 6 (most severe). A list of the 22 concussive symptoms and their separation into 4 separate symptom clusters—migraine, cognitive, neuropsychiatric, and sleep—are included in Figure 1. The summative scores for all symptoms within each cluster during the subacute period (2-3 days) evaluation were used for analysis. For example, the neuropsychiatric symptom cluster is the summative total from the individual symptoms during the subacute period of more emotional, sadness, nervousness, and irritability.

After completion of the demographic section and post-concussion symptom inventory, the neurocognitive modules of ImPACT are administered. There are 6 neurocognitive modules, each designed to evaluate different aspects of attention, memory, processing speed, and reaction time. Upon completion of the neurocognitive test module, 4 composite scores are generated: verbal memory, visual memory, processing speed, and reaction time. (For the individual tests and the construction of composite scores, see references 2, 9, 16, 17, 19, 26, 27.)

After referral to the sports concussion program, athletes continued to be evaluated using the ImPACT test battery and the PCSS throughout their recovery. Both preinjury baselines and postconcussion evaluations were collected using the same version of the ImPACT test battery.

After their diagnosis and management, athletes were retrospectively divided into 2 groups: short recovery (<14 days) or long recovery (≥14 days). A series of t tests were evaluated to assess the potential differences between protracted-recovery and short-recovery groups regarding factors such as preconcussion history of migraine, headache, presence or absence of attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, and presence or absence of learning disability on recovery time. Multivariate analyses of variance were conducted and as were statistically significant were followed with univariate analysis to establish between and within group difference with the 4 symptom clusters and 4 neurocognitive scores. Stepwise discriminant analyses were then performed with the 4 symptom clusters (migraine, cognitive, neuropsychiatric, and sleep) and 4 neurocognitive scores (verbal memory, visual memory, processing speed, and reaction time) separately, then combined. Classification matrix, sensitivity, and specificity were then assessed for each of the 3 discriminant function analyses.

In this article, sensitivity and specificity refer to the ability of the variables to detect protracted recovery. Sensitivity is defined as the ability of the defined variables in the discriminant function analysis to identify an athlete who has protracted recovery when he actually has protracted recovery. Specificity is how reliable one can rely on the variables of the discriminant function to accurately say that an athlete will not suffer from a protracted
recovery and will become asymptomatic within 14 days (ie, short recovery). Positive predictive value is the proportion of athletes classified as protracted recovery who indeed have protracted recovery. Negative predictive value is the proportion of athletes classified as not a protracted recovery that actually did not have protracted recovery (not protracted recovery = short recovery).

RESULTS

Of the 108 high school athletes eventually cleared to return to play based on published international criteria, 58 (53.7%) were classified as short recovery (≤14 days), and 50 (46.3%) were classified as protracted recovery (>14 days). All athletes were initially evaluated within the same time frame postinjury. The average times between injury and initial postinjury evaluation were 1.91 days for the short-recovery group (range, 0-5 days) and 2.6 days for the protracted-recovery group (range, 0-12 days). Regardless of eventual classification into long or short recovery, the median time to first evaluation was identical for both groups (2 days) (Table 1). Demographic variables were analyzed to establish between-group homogeneity, with no significant differences noted between short recovery or protracted recovery. Athletes who were classified in the short-recovery group returned to play in an average of 6.90 ± 4.72 days and protracted in 33.04 ± 24.22 days. The 2 groups did not differ significantly with regard to age (F = 0.88, P = .35) or education (F = 3.71, P = .061). The short-recovery group had an average age of 16.12 ± 1.2 and education of 9.81, compared with 15.9 years old and 9.44 years of education for the protracted-recovery group, respectively.

The potential significance of factors such as preconcussion history of migraine, headache, presence or absence of attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, and presence or absence of a learning disability on recovery time was evaluated through a series of t tests: headache (t = 0.623, P = .534), migraine (t = 0.589, P = .557), ADHD (t = 1.169, P = .244), and learning disability (t = 1.015, P = .971). There were 11 and 14 athletes who reported at least 1 previous concussion in the short and protracted groups, respectively. The short and protracted groups did not differ significantly with regard to any of these factors.

Means and standard deviations of all 8 variables are included in Table 2. Multivariate analysis of variance—with recovery groups as the dependent variables and with the 4 ImPACT scores and 4 symptom clusters as the independent variables—was significant (F = 3.435, P = .002). Univariate analyses of variance showed significant differences between long and short groups for visual memory (F = 9.843, P = .002), processing speed (F = 4.340, P = .040), migraine cluster (F = 9.333, P = .003), cognitive cluster (F = 4.328, P = .040), and sleep cluster (F = 4.945, P = .028). The other 3 variables were not significantly different: verbal memory (F = 0.756, P = .387), reaction time (F = 1.160, P = .284), and neuropsychiatric (F = 0.199, P = .656).

Discriminant function analysis of the 4 symptom clusters (migraine, cognitive, sleep, neuropsychiatric) was significant, F(4, 101) = 3.319, P ≤.013. Statistics for each variable are included in Table 3. The analysis was able to correctly classify 63.21% of athletes into long or short recovery, with a sensitivity of 46.94% and a specificity of 77.20% in predicting prolonged recovery. The positive predictive value and negative predictive value were 63.90% and 62.86%, respectively.

Discriminant function analysis of the 4 ImPACT neurocognitive composite scores (verbal memory, visual memory, processing speed, reaction time) alone showed significance, F(4, 99) = 3.946, P < .005. Statistics for each variable are included in Table 4. The analysis was able to correctly classify 65.38% of athletes into long or short recovery. It had a sensitivity of 53.20% and a specificity of 75.44% in predicting prolonged recovery. The positive predictive value and negative predictive value were 64.10% and 66.15%, respectively.

The combined discriminant function analysis with the 4 symptom clusters and 4 ImPACT neurocognitive composite scores was significant, F(8, 93) = 3.435, P < .002.
for each variable are included in Table 5. It was able to correctly classify 73.53% of athletes into long or short recovery. It had a sensitivity of 65.22% and a specificity of 80.36% in predicting long recovery. The positive predictive value and negative predictive value were 73.17% and 73.8%, respectively (see Table 6).

A discriminant function analysis for the total symptom score on the 22-item PCSS alone, $F(1, 105) = 6.647$, $P < .011$, showed a sensitivity and specificity of 40.81% and 79.31%, respectively. The positive predictive value was 62.50% and the negative predictive value was 61.33%. In the symptom cluster discriminant function analysis, the migraine symptom cluster contributed the most, thus leading us to assess migraine cluster symptoms alone in a separate discriminant function analysis, $F(1, 104) = 9.429$, $P < .003$. The migraine symptom cluster alone had a sensitivity of 44.89% and specificity of 78.95% in predicting long recovery. The positive predictive value and negative predictive value were 64.71% and 62.50%, respectively.

**DISCUSSION**

Computerized neurocognitive testing has been proven sensitive and specific to diagnosing a concussion, and the primary objective of this study was to define how well self-reported symptom clusters and neuropsychological testing can together predict protracted recovery during the subacute stages of recovery, within 2 to 3 days of injury. Note that the short and protracted groups had significantly different outcomes, with a mean of 7 days and 33 days to recovery, respectively. Being able to predict, during the subacute stage of recovery (2-3 days postinjury), which athletes will take an average of 33 days to recover would be extremely beneficial to clinicians.

The results of this study lend support to the added value of using neurocognitive testing early in the recovery period. Individually, ImPACT neurocognitive testing and symptom cluster scores have similar sensitivity and specificity (Table 6). When ImPACT neurocognitive testing (verbal, visual, processing speed, reaction time) and symptom cluster scores (migraine, cognitive, processing speed, reaction time) were combined, there was an increase in the sensitivity to detect protracted recovery, compared with when each was used alone. When compared with total symptom score on the PCSS alone, there was a 24.41% increase in sensitivity for the combined group. Furthermore, the combined symptom clusters and ImPACT neurocognitive testing have a positive predictive value and a negative predictive value of 73.17% and 73.8%, respectively.

Also of interest is that ImPACT reaction time scores may provide clinicians with the profile of athletes who may have protracted recovery, and it may offer potential insight into more effective treatment options.

Also note that of the 4 variables contributing most to the classification power (Table 5), the migraine symptom cluster contributed the most. Given that headaches, dizziness, and nausea are prominent in concussions and play a major role in return-to-play decisions, their effect on length of recovery is not surprising. However, the remaining 3 variables were ImPACT neurocognitive test scores: reaction time, visual memory, and verbal memory. This lends further support to the relative importance of computerized neurocognitive testing for identifying athletes who will have protracted recovery.

This study also begins to formulate a symptom and neurocognitive testing profile of athletes, which may be able to predict patients who will require protracted recovery. Using canonical analysis and the $P$ values (Table 5) observed in the combined discriminant function analysis, 4 variables accounted for the majority of the classification power of the discriminant function analysis: migraine symptom cluster, ImPACT reaction time, ImPACT verbal memory, ImPACT visual memory. As such, for a patient who (1) primarily has migrainelike symptoms (headaches, vision problems, noise and light sensitivity, nausea, and dizziness) and (2) shows reliable change deficits as defined by Iverson et al on ImPACT scores of reaction time (increase of 0.06), verbal memory (decrease of 9 points), and visual memory (decrease of 14 points) from one’s baseline or age-normative data, a clinician can say with 73.17% confidence that the athlete will have a protracted recovery.

This study also looks further into subcategorizing concussion symptoms into 4 separate symptom clusters. Because migraine symptom cluster was the largest contributor to classifying patients with protracted recovery, a simple discriminant function analysis of migraine cluster showed only comparable sensitivity and specificity when compared with total symptoms (Table 6), which suggests that when attempting to predict outcome, clinicians may focus on a smaller subset of symptoms (ie, headache, nausea, vomiting, balance problems, dizziness, sensitivity to light or noise, numbness, tingling, or visual problems). The value of such specific symptom profile distinctions may provide clinicians with the profile of athletes who may have protracted recovery, and it may offer potential insight into more effective treatment options.

Also of interest is that ImPACT reaction time scores were not found to be significantly different between short and protracted groups, as determined by univariate
analysis or as a significant contributor to the ImPACT neurocognitive scores—only discriminant function analysis. However, in the combined discriminant function analysis, it was the second-largest contributor, which is consistent with previous studies.14,19 A possible explanation is that differences in reaction time are often subtle—only a few tenths of a second apart. One hypothesis is that large changes in reaction time may be more meaningful than smaller changes and, when large, may prove to be a key differentiating factor for protracted recovery.

This study is not without limitations. This database was selected because it used a homogeneous sample and all athletes received clinical on-field and postinjury management that required all athletes suffering any symptoms directly associated with a concussion to be referred to the sports concussion clinic. Moreover, athletes required clearance by the concussion specialists to return to play. Thus, clinical referral and management were consistent between schools. Yet, this study was observational, and this methodology did not allow experimental control factors, such as precise assessment intervals and the requirement that all athletes complete a specific number of assessments. Athletes were returned to play when they met international clinical criteria, not at a specific time after injury, thus leading to somewhat variable assessment intervals for the 2 groups. This clinical pathway, the conclusion of football season, and the graduation of students also resulted in natural attrition and a somewhat large number lost to follow-up. The retrospective classification of athletes into short or protracted groups creates the possibility that athletes classified as protracted recovery recovered in less than 14 days after injury but were not cleared until after this time. The subject pool did not include female athletes or sports other than football. Thus, findings cannot be generalized beyond male high school football players.

As we continue to better understand the pathophysiology of sports concussion and its potential long-term implications,13,15 there is increasing scrutiny to better manage the injury. Prognostic consideration, determined acutely or subacutely, will provide clinicians reasonable and concrete information to share with the athlete, coaches, parents, and teachers about expectations of recovery. This study takes the first steps to show that concussion prognosis may be best predicted by evaluating symptom clusters and neurocognitive testing. However, we would like to caution that the positive predictive value was 73.17% and that a percentage of athletes were incorrectly classified. Prudence should be used in predicting recovery until more studies are conducted, and no athlete should be returned to play when symptomatic, even if neurocognitive testing yields normal findings.
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